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ABSTRACT

The determination of the two-body production ampli-
tudes for Y=l exchange reactions is discussed. The pseu-
doscalar production line reversed reactions K~n -> n"*A and
«~p •* KpA; the vector-meson production reactions
K~p - (w,cp)A and sfp -» K*QA; the reaction X"p -» sCX*^(1385) \
and the photoproduction reaction 7p -* F*A are examined.
Quark model, SU{3), and VDM comparisons are made and the
EXD nature of the K** and K* Regge exchanges explored. In
addition the behavior of the unnatural parity Y=l exchanges
.(K, Kg, K.) are investigated

I• INTRODUCTION

It has become increasingly evident throughout this conference that
•before substantial new progress can be made on the determination of
ir-it and K-JT scattering one must have a better knowledge of the
behavior of two-body production amplitudes. This is crucial in order
to decide upon proper extrapolation procedures. Due to the self-
analysing property of the A (and 2) hyperon reactions with Y=l
exchange provide much information on the nature of production pro-
cesses. Although the decay correlations from unpolarized initial
particles are insufficient for a complete determination of the pro-
duct-ions amplitudes, observing all the decay products affords one
the opportunity of determining a nearly complete set .I By judiciously
choosing the set of independent amplitudes (transversity type) the
unknown quantities are one relative phase (jPg and one overall phase
<PQ. In spite of the lack of knowledge of these two phases, one can
learn a great deal about the behavior of these amplitudes.

In Sec. II the reactions K~n -* jt~A and ir~p -* K Q A are discussed
and 8 comparison of various models is presented. By observing the
two-step decay of the Y*(1385) one can determine much about the
amplitudes for the reaction K"p -* «~Y*+(1385). This is discussed
and experimental results shown in Sec. III. In Sec. IV vector-meson
production with Y=l exchange is examined. New results for the ampli-
tudes in K~p -* (w,<p)A are presented and compared with previous
analyses for «~p •* K*QA. The similarities between the vector meson
production reactions K~p -» (tu,cp}A and the pseudoscalar production
reactions K"n -• it~A and Jt~p -• K P A are discussed. In Sec. V SU(3)
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and VDM are used to predict observables for the photoproduction
reaction 7p -» K*"A from the amplitudes for K~p •* (a, 9) A. In Sec. VI
we present a summary and discuss interesting future experimental
observations. The definitions of transversity amplitudes and many
useful relations including the connection between the transversity
amplitudes and the s- and t-channel helicity amplitudes are presented
in the Appendix.

II. PSEUDOSCAIAR PRODUCTION WITH Y • 1 EXCHANGE
(K"n - JTA, jrp - K°A)

The two body production process PB —• P'B1 can be described at
each value of s and t by four complex transversity amplitudes
T^'x(s,t), where A'(X) corresponds to the component of spin of the
outgoing baryon B1 (target baryon B) along the transversity z-axis
defined normal to the production plane.(see Appendix). The two ampli-
tudes T+_ and T...+. vanish by parity (A.3) leaving the two independent
complex amplitudes T + +(s,t), T- . (s,t) (4 parameters at each s and
t). These two trai.sversity amplitudes are related to the helicity
amplitudes as follows:

H+f(s,t) = T^ts.O + i T_Js,t) (2.1a)

H. '(s,t) = T (s,t) - i T (s,t) (2.1b)
« T > _ i T ••••

and the helicity amplitudes are related to the observables ~ and P
by • d c

|f 4+ |H+J
2 (2.2a)

2la« H *
P = +LZ _ # (2.2b)

The observables are thus related to the transversity amplitudes by

f f ^ l T j 2 * iT.J2 (2.3a)

IV!2 - JT.J2

Thus by observing the A polarisation (A decay) In addition to the dif-
ferential cross section one can determine" Che magnitudes of the two
transvarsity amplitudes for the reaction* K'n - x~A and **p -• K°A.
One cannot determine the relative phase between the two amplitudes cp̂
(<pR « Arg(T4-j.)»Arg(f..)) nor can one determine the overall phase of
the amplitudes %. At each value of * and t one can determine two
of the four parameters necessary to completely describe the reactions.
The relative phase ̂  can only be determined by including polarized
target information (A and R parameters)«

Front (2.1a,b) it is seen chat without a knowledge of the relative
phase <?R the structures of the helicity.amplitudes 11^ and % . are
unknown (both the magnitudes and phases of the helicity amplitudes
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depend on <?R). Nevertheless the determination of da/dt and P (i.e.
jT.j.j.l̂  and !T__!2) for the line reversed reactions K"n -• rr~A and
it~p "• KQA tells us much about the production process. (Strictly
speaking n+n -* K*"A is the line reversed partner of the reaction
K"n -• K*A but A(:t+n - K*A) = A(n"p - K°A) by isospin.)
The important features of the experimental data on K~n -» «~A and
«"p •* K°A are:

(1) The differential cross sections for the two reactions are
not equal. (Fig. 1) The differential cross section for
it"p -* K°A is steeper and smaller at large |t|. The two
cross sections do appear to agree in the forward direction.

(2) The polarization for the two reactions arc both non-zero
and they have the same sign for 0 ^ Jt| < 0.4 (GeV/c)^
(Fig. 2). Figure 2 also shows the magnitudes of the
transversity amplitudes, where we have normalized so that

The above experimental observations place great restrictions on
high energy models attempting to describe reactions K"n — it~A and
jt-p •* KQA which only have natural parity exchange (K**,K*) in the
t-channel. The high energy models for these reactions can be divided
into three types. First, there are models that attempt to describe
these reactions in terns of Rcgge poles (K**,K*) only with no absorp-
tion:

Type la: Duality and EXD pole model - The duality diagram for
K*n •• x"A is non-planar (quark lines cross), whereas the diagram for
n~p -* KQA is planar (no crossed quark lines). Thus, the s-channel
helicity amplitudes for K'n ~* it~A are predicted to be purely real and
those for x~p -* K°A are predicted to have a rotating phase
exp(~iKCt(t)).2 These predictions are identical to the ones arrived at
by assuming that the K** and K* Regge poles are strongly EXD. The
model predicts

-r̂ ftc'n •* n~A) = JUTCK'P -• K A) (2.4a)

and

P(K"n - «"A) « P(j("p - K°A) - 0 (2.4b)

in obvious disagreement with the data.
Type 1b: Weakly EXD pole models - This model assumes only the

trajectory functions of the K** and K* pole are equal and not the
residues. This model predicts

:j2(K~n - n"A) - ~£(K"P - K°A) (2.5a)

and

?<K~n - *~Aj • -P(JC"P - K°A) , (2.5b)

which disagrees with experiment.
Type Ic; Broken EXD pole model - In this model EXD is broken in

both the residue and trajectory functions for the K** and K* pole.
This model predicts
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P |f (K"n - n'A) - -P |f(*~P ~ K°A) . (2.6)

This prediction iz also in disagreement with the data since the polar-
ization for K~n -• «~A and it~p -• K9A have the same sign for small
Jt| (see Fig. 2). The K** and K* Regge poles are thus inadequate to
describe these reactions no matter how much EXD is broken!^~^ One must
introduce absorptive corrections and/or lower lying poles.

The second class of models are those that assume the bare K**
and K* poles are EXD, and add absorptive corrections and/or lower lying
poles in an attempt to explain the experimental data.

Type 2a; EXD poles plus "old" absorptionS- This model assumes that
the bare K** and K* Regge poles are EXD and that the EXD is broken by
introducing absorptive corrections. The absorptive corrections) (Regge
cuts) are calculated using the "old" absorption model which calculates
the partial wave projection of the cut H^ut using the Sopkovich pre-
scription^

where n D Oi G(
s) is t n e partial wave projection of the s-channel Regge

pole helicity amplitude and H^jast|c(s) is the s-channel helicity
partial wave projection of the elastic amplitude given by a Fomeron
amplitude of the form -

alt A
^ < 2 8>

This type of model is able to explain the behavior of the polari-
zations in K~n •• it~A and «~p -• K A but predicts

f|tJC~p - K°A) > jf(K"n - n"A) (2.9)

in disagreement with the data.
Type 2b: EXD poles plus "old" absorption plus daughters'- This

model is identical to type 2a but with the addition of daughter tra-
jectories. The daughter trajectories do not affect the model's ability'
to successfully fit the polarizations, but allows one to also fit the
differential cross sections. Since the line reversal breaking of the
differential cross sections is attributed to lower lying daughter tra-
jectories, this model predicts

|f{Ifn - *-A) - Jf(*-P - K°A)
as energy is increased.

Due to the inability of the "old" absorption model to successfully
explain line reversal breaking, "new" absorption models were invented.
The next class of models abandon the prescription of (2.7) and (2.8)
in favor of a phenomenological prescription for calculating Regge cuts.

Type 2c: EXD poles plus phenomenological absorption^JQEhese models
are constructed to absorb real and imaginary parts differently. One
finds that to explain the data one must absorb the imaginary parts
more than the real parts. Thus., for example, the real reaction ("1")
K"n -• rt~A is absorbed less than the rotating reaction ( e

i i t QW
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jr"p -* K^A providing

K°A)

in accordance with the data. JĴ  12
Type 2d: Te£f absorption models - Strictly speaking this type

should not be called a model. For this method one calculates the
absorption according to

and determines what kind of T _- is necessary to fit the data. Dif-
ferent T^f£*s arise depending

eon the assumptions concerning the ini-
tial Regge poles. Barger aad Martin13assume EXD K** and K* poles and
no absorption in the s-channel flip amplitude. They then determine
the structure of the non-flip amplitudes (pole + cut) necessary to fit
the data. The results are interesting but depend, of course, on
their initial assumptions.

The next type of model abandons the assumption of EXD bare Regge
poles.

Type 3a: Non-EXD pole (no HSNZ) plus "old" absorption. This is
just the old SCRAM model. It assumes no wrong signature zero (WSNZ)
of the Regge pol-e and produces dips by pole-cut interference. This
model can fit the observ.ables for K"n -• JT'A and jt"p -* KPA. The ability
to fit the behavior of the differential cross sections is due to the
relaxing of the EXD of the bare poles. There are, however, other
reactions where this model fails badly (e.g., fl~p -* «Pn)."

Type 3b: Non-EXD pole (no WSNZ) plus "fancy" Pomeron absorption -
This model, recently proposed by G.L. Kane, assumes broken EXD for
the bare poles (no WSNZ). Absorption effects are calculated using
(2,, 10) with Teff = P+D, where P corresponds to the Pomeron parametrized

AeBt + AQe ° J^T^ftfJens -i f) .P(s,t) = is

The quantity D represents an attempt to include the contributions from
the sum over intermediate states other than the elastic one, and is
parameterized by

Dn(s,t) = is e
Dt

where n is the net helicity flip.. One feature of this T e f f is that
it has a larger real part than previous models. Hartly and Kanê -6
have successfully fit the systematics of many reactions using this
model including the reactions K"n •• «"A and jt"p -• K°A.17

In order to determine which of the above models is a correct
description of two-body production, if any, or to decide which features
of these models should be retained in future models, it will be
necessary to know: .

(1) The energy dependences of do/dt and P for the line reversed
reactions K"n -• n~A and n~p -• K^A.

(2) The relative phase <PR which can be determined by polarized
target experiments (with a component of polarization in the
production plane).

Table I summarizes the various models applied to the reactions

K'n -» *"A and n"p - K°A.
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III. THE REACTION K"p - e'Y**'(1385)

The reaction K~p -• JTY' (1385) is described by the transversity
amplitudes T2X-2X1vs>t)» where X (X1) corresponds to the component of
spin of the Y* (target proton) along the transversity z-axis, which is
normal to the production plane (see Appendix). Parity conservation
(A.3) implies T3X = Tj _i = T_ii= T.3 _i = 0. The remaining four com-
plex amplitudes are related to the eight traneversity density matrix
elements as follows:

(3.1a)

(3.1b)

(3.1c)

P33 =

P l l =

P - l - l

0-3-3

Imp

-

11 
11

L

i l l 2

IT I

Re(T3 . T j j _

Im(T T*x _ T.j .,_ jsin&1 (3. If)

where (A.5b) was used and where o^ [5£J is defined as the relative
phase between the amplitudes T3 _j and T_^ _j^ [ T ^ and T_3^].

By observing the two step decay of the Y*(1385)(i.e., Y* •* JtA,
A -• itp) in addition to the differential cross section for K~p -
one can determine all the transversity density matrix elements and
thus the magnitudes of all four transversity amplitudes and the two
relative phases &i and £>2* Without a polarized target one cannot
determine the relative phase <?>R between the amplitudes with target
proton transversity up (X1 = 1/2) and the amplitudes with target pro-
ton transversity down (A1 = -1/2). In addition one, of course, cannot
determine the overall phase of the amplitudes <?Q« One can thus deter-
mine 6 out of the 8 parameters needed at each s and t value to com-
pletely specify the production process K~p -* ifY*1*. The transversity
density matrix elements and the phases 6j and &2 resulting from an
analysis of K"p -* ix"Y*l-(1385)18 are displayed in Fig. 3, where the
density matrix elements are normalized according to

P 3 3 + pll + p - l - l + p-3-3 = 1 '

The simple non-relativistic additive quark model assumes that the
transversity amplitudes for production- process K"p •* n~Y* can be
represented by a sum of quark-quark scattering amplitudes (Fig. 4 a ) ^
Transversity amplitudes that require a flip of more than one of the
baryon quarks, such as T3 _i (Fig. 4b), are not allowed and predicted
to be zero. This model thus predicts

T3-I(s,t) « I_31(s,t) = 0 . (3.2a)
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It also predicts

Tn(s,t) = T_1_1(s,t) , (3.2b)

since these amplitudes are given by the same sum over quark-quark
amplitudes. The model thus predicts that pn = P-j_i = 1/2 and that
the remaining transversity density matrix elements vanish. As can
be seen from the data in Fig. 3 these predictions do explain the gross
features of the amplitudes, however, they are not satisfied exactly.
The data clearly show non-zero values of P33, Impg _j , and ReP3 _^ in
the small momentum transfer region |tQ-t| » 0.3 (GeV/c)^ indicating a
non vanishing T3 _i amplitude.

By the use of (A.4) the quark model predictions for the transver-
sity amplitudes can be converted into a prediction about the s-channel
helicity amplitudes. Namely,

and

which implies (using (A.5a)) that p^, = 3/8, Rep^ #1=<Jf3/8 and that the
remaining s-channel density matrix elements vanish. These are the same
as the Stodolsky-Sakurai predictions for p exchange in the reaction
itN -• JtA(1236). The s-channel density matrix elements for K'p -•
are shown in Fig. 5. Again we see rough agreement with the quark model
prediction.

IV. VECTOR MESON PRODUCTION WITH Y = 1 EXCHANGE

The twelve complex transversity, amplitudes for the reaction
PB -* VB', where P and V are pseudoscalar and vector mesons, respectively,
and B and £' are spin 1/2+ baryons are written as follows:

where A, A1, and u correspond to the components of spin of the target
baryon B, baryon B', and vector meson V, respectively, along the trans-
versity z-axis (see Appendix). Parity conservation implies Tj[>^(s,t)
vanish when (-1) ~^+u £s O(jd. Thus six independent complex amplitudes
are sufficient to describe the reaction PB -• VB'. These six trans-
versity amplitudes are related to the helicity type amplitudes as
follows:

i+_ * -in +c , (4.i;

where
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+ 1 r 1 -1 — 1 -1
A~ — TT IH. « T n. . + ltU , + H. . J

(4.2)

and where the T's are heiicity-transversity amplitudes (Jackson-trans-
versity) when the corresponding H's are s-channel helicity (t-channel
helicity) amplitudes. The A-, Bi and C— amplitudes are simply related
to the amplitudes defined by Byers and 5fang;2Othe superscripts + refer
to states with target baryon transversity X = +1/2.

Due to the self-analysing property of the A hyperon, the reactions
K"p -* (w,cp)A and ir'p -» K*MA provide one the opportunity of learning
much about the production amplitudes. Indeed observation of the joint
density matrix elements between the vector meson V and A hyperon, in
addition to the single density matrix elements of the vector meson,
and the A polarization allows determination of the magnitudes of all
six transversity amplitudes plus the determination of the relative
phases between amplitudes with the same target baryon transversity (X) <,
The amplitudes can be divided into two sets of three amplitudes

(H)
for the transversity amplitudes and

for the Byers and Yang type amplitudes. From the joint decay angular
distributions of the vector meson V and A hyperon together with the
differential cross section the amplitudes can be determined up to a
relative phase <Pp between the target baryon transversity up (A = 1/2)
and down (X = -1/2) groups and an overall phase <PQ. Thus out of the
12 parameters at each s and t necessary to completly specify the
amplitudes, 10 can be determined.

The magnitudes of the transversity amplitudes for
K"p ** (u),qp)A are shown in Fig. 6 as a function of momentum transfer,
and where we have normalized

Figure 7 shows the relative phases
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+1 +1 0
d+ = Arg(T_+) - Arg(T++)

for K p ~* (w,cp)A as a function of momentum transfer. As can be seen
from Figs. 6 and 7 there are striking differences in the amplitude
structure for K~p ~* (w,qj)A. in particular K~p ~* <pA has large values
of JT^ P and small values of |x!J?+ p while K"p -* wA has large values
of the latter and small values of the former.

Arguments similar to those in Sec. Ill using the simple quark
model lead to the prediction that*'

T£, X(K~P •* qA) = Tj,A(n"p - K * %

which also implies via (4.1) that the A—, B—, C— amplitudes are iden-
tical. Figure 8 shows a comparison of the magnitudes of the amplitudes
determined from the following analyses:

(1) The reaction K~p -» <pA at 4.2 GeV/c21 (Ref. 22)
(2) The reaction K"p -* qsA using the combined BHL and EP data

(Ref. 23)
(3) The reaction ir'p - K*"UA at 4.5 GeV/c (Ref. 24).
(4) The reaction «-p -* K*°A at 3.9 GeV/c (Ref. 25)

All these analyses are seen to give remarkably similar results in
excellent agreement with the quark model prediction.26

The prediction of equality of the amplitudes for K"p — tpA and
it~p -» K*^A is also arrived at using SU(3) and factorization on the
various t-channel exchange amplitudes (see Table II). Thus it is ncjt
clear whether the experimental equality is a success for the quark model
or for SU(3) plus factorization. The quark model, however, does not
relate K~p -• cpA to K~p -* «A, whereas SU(3) plus factorization does.
From Table II it can be seen that if the K** and K* exchange -amplitudes
exhibit strong EXD then

Pn |f(K~P - qA) = 2pn ff(K'P - <^> , (4.3)

where the differential cross sections are multiplied by p = p^.+p. .
to project out the natural parity (K**,K*) part. In addition tfie
duality diagram for K~p -* <pA is planar, whereas K~p -* wA has a non-
planar diagram (assuming ideal mixing for <<J and ©>. Thus " ality dia-
gram arguments predict the (K**,K*) exchange to be purely real for
K"p "» «iA and have a rotating phase (e"^3tQf(t)) for K"p -* <pA. Equation
(4.3) is thus analogous (assuming SU(3)) to the line reversal relation
for K"n -» it~A and ir'p -* K^A (2.4a) except here one has the same incident
particle (K"> and hence (4.3) can be tested in the same experiment
(thi- reduces normalization problems). The results for K~p -* (w,<p)A
are shown in Fig. 9. T5*a relation (4.3) is seen not to hold and just
as occurred in pseudoscalar production (Fig. 1) the "rotating" reaction
lies below the "real" reaction. Assuming SU(3) is good, one concludes
the EXD of the K** and K* amplitudes is broken in a manner similar to
that found in pseudoscalar production. It could be argued for
K"n •* K"A and it~p — K°A that the distention between "real" and "rota-
ting" is meaningless and that the pion induced reaction is just
smaller than the kion induced one.. Here, however, both reactions are
kion induced and the systematics are the same!
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The reactions K~n -» n~A and «~p -» K®A have large non-zero
polarizations produced by the K** and K* exchange amplitudes.^ If
systematics are indeed similar one expects large polarization
effects in K~p -* (w,<p)A. The A polarization in K"p -* (u,cp)A is,
however, made up of the two pieces (P = Pn+Pu); one arising from
the interference between natural parity t-channel amplitudes Pn and
one arising from the interference between unnatural parity t-channel
amplitudes Pu. By observing the joint correlations between the
vector meson and the A decay in addition to single density matrix
elements and A polarisation one can determine these two pieces sep-
arately. 28 Figure 10 shows the results for K~p ~* (Cii,«p)A. It can be
seen that the natural parity K** and K* amplitudes do indeed produce
a large polarization P n and that this polarization changes sign in
going from u to ? production. This sign change is predicted by the
SU{3) coefficients in Table II. (The K* changes sign under w •* q>
whereas K** does not so P^ oc IQ[(K**)(K*)*1 does change sign.)

The reactions K"p (w,«3})A and n"p ~* K"'®A also provide a first
look into the nature of unnatural parity Y=l exchange (i.e., K,Kg,
KA exchange^). One striking fact about Fig. 10 is that Pu is not
zero. The total polarization P receives a contribution from both
natural parity exchange and a contribution from unnatural parity
exchange. In particular for K~p ~* <?A P^ and P u have opposite signs
for |t{ ̂  0.4 GeV/c producing a small total polarization, whereas for
K"p -» uA Pn and Pu have the sane sign produci0g very large total
polarization. The polarization Pu is raade up of two terraŝ ?

Pu cc Im[(K)(KA>*] + InKKg)^)*] . (4.4)

The second term changes sign under < •* tn production, whereas the first
term does not (see Table II), In the absence of an amplitude with
the quantum numbers of the K& the polarization P u would vanish. The
experimental data for K"p •* (w,<p)A arid also for «~p -* K*^A seem to
indicate the presence of K-K» interference. Certainly this was not
expected.

To this point specific models for the behavior of the amplitudes
have not been used. It is necessary, however, if one wants to compare
K"p -* (u),cp)A using SU(3) to use a model for the behavior of the K**,
K*, K, KB and KA exchanges listed in Table II. Figures 11, 12, and
13 show the results of a simple Regge pole fit to the observables for
K"p -• (oj,qp)A where SU(3) was used to relate the Regge exchanges in
K~p -* &A to those in K"p -* ©A (Table II). Solution I (dashed curves)
contains a K**, K*, K, and % pole whereas solution 2 (solid curve)
also contains a KA pole.

2? Figures 14 and 15 show the resulting fits
to the transversity amplitudes for K~p -• (tu,<p)A. These effective pole
fits illustrate the following points:

(1) Whereas the quark model has no prediction for the relationship
between K"p -• (ti),cp)A, S0(3) successfully explains the relationships
between these reactions* It explains the systematics of the rela-
tionships between the transversity amplitudes for K~p -• (w,q>)A
(Figs. 15 and 16). 3 1

(2) Large EXD breaking is required between the K** and K* effec-
tive poles. The fits require a K* without wrong signature
nonsense a-factors (WSNZ).



One gets a much better fit when a K^ pole is included and
Pu is explained primarily by K-K^ interference (Fig. 13) since
this quantity does not change sign under w ~* <p. Whether one is
really seeing an actual K^ pole or effects of Regge-Regge cuts
and/or lower lying 1/s effects remains to be seen (studies of
the energy dependences of the transversity amplitudes will help
settle this point)*
The question arises as to why effective K** and K* Regge poles

are able to describe the observed natural parity behavior for
K"p -» (w,ep)A and ir"p •* K * 9 A but are inadequate to explain the observ-
ables for K~n -• it~A and «~p -* EPA. A possible explanation lies in the
nature of absorptive corrections. These corrections tend to be smaller
for "flip" type amplitudes (amplitudes vanishing in the forward dir-
ections) than for "non-flipi: amplitudes (amplitudes peaking in the
forward direction). Because the K** and K* couple only to vector meson
equal +1 states and because of the evasive nature of these poles, all
the natural parity (K**,K*) amplitudes behave like "flip" amplitudes
in K"p -* (w,<p)A and fl"p *• K*°A. For the reactions K"sn •* n"A and
it-p -» K°A, on the other hand, the K** and K* couple to both a "non-
flip" and a "flip" amplitude. This is illustrated by Fig. 1 and Fig.
9 where it can be seen that dc/dt for K~n •• x"A and n~p -» K P A does
not dip in the forward direction, whereas the natural parity contri-
bution to da/dt for K~p ~* {w,<p)A dips in the forward direction. One
can understand effective K** and K* poles working for K"p •* (ti),t{))A
and n~p -* K*^A because absorptive correction are small for "flip"
type amplitudes and not working for K"n -* a'A and n*p •* K A because
the large non-flip absorptive correction must be included.

V. PHOTQPRQDUCTIQH WITH Y = 1 EXCHANGE

The vector meson dominance model (VDM) relates the amplitudes
for the vector meson production reactions K"p ~* (p,w,cp)A with those of
the photoproduction reaction 7p -* K̂ *A as follows:

A(7P - K+A) ec 3A(pp - K+A)+A(wp - K +A)-H/TA(CPP - K +A),
(5.1)

where the p, ID, and <p have only +1 helicity. The amplitudes
A(pp — ^*"A), A(d)p -* K*"A), and A(<pp -• K*"A) are related by line reversal
to A(K~p •* pA), A(K~p -* wA), and A(K"p •* <pA), respectively. (Note
the amplitudes A(K~p -• pA) and A(K"p -• wA) are predicted by the quark
model or Table II to be equal.) Thus

A(7P - K
+A) cc4[A(K"p - oA)] --J7 U ( K " P - <pA)] ,

j..r. " i.i.

(5.2)

where l.r. means line reversed. Given a model that explains
K~p -• (w,cp)A one can use (5.2) to predict the observables for the
reaction 7p -• K^A.

Figure 16 shows a comparison of the predicted A polarization for
7p -* K^A from the two Regge pole models of Sec. IV with the experimental
values at 5.0 GeV/c.^ It can be seen that the VDM predictions have the
right sign although the magnitude is not as large as observed experi-
mentally. A recent SLAC experiment has measured the polarized photon
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asymmetry £ for 7p ~* K*A and found it to be vz&y large and approxi-
mately one for piab = 16-0 GeV/c.^S The models of Sec. IV also
predict this as is also shown in Fig. 16.

.VI. SDMM&Ky AND FUTURE PROJECTS

In this section we present a summary and list interesting future
experimental observations.
K-n -* jr"A, n'p •* K°A (2 amplitudes)

Using present data on do/dt and P one can determine two out of
the four parameters necessary to completely specify the amplitudes at
each s and t. The data indicate that

(1) The K** and K* pole alone are inadequate to describe these
reactions. One must include Regge cuts (absorption) corrections
and/or lower lying exchanges.
(2) The amplitudes with quantum numbers of the K** and K* do not
exhibit EXD. EXD is badly broken.
(3) The line reversal predictions from EXD poles (or duality dia-
gram arguemtns) are badly broken at intermediate energies (3-8
GeV/c),

Interesting future projects include
(1) The determination of line 'tvsrsal behavior at high energy
(> 10 GeV/c). Do the line reversal predictions work better at
very high energies?
(2) The determination of the relative phase <?R. This will allow
a complete determination of the production amplitudes (expect
overall phase QQ), but requires a polarized target experiment
with a component of the polarization in the production plane
(A and R parameters).

K'p -* iTY*1*(1385) (4 amplitudes)
By observing the two-step decay of the Y*{1385) together with

dcr/dt one can determine 6 out of the 8 parameters necessary to com-
pletely specify the amplitudes at each s and t. The data indicate
that

(1) The naive quark model gives a good description of the trans-
versity amplitudes, although the predictions do not hold exactly.

Interesting future projects include
(1) Better statistics so that Imp!L can be determined better and
tests of duality predictions can be made.
(2) Perform amplitude analysis on x+p •* K1T*i'(1385)3^ or
«"p •* K°y**"(1385). These reactions are related to K"p -• x'Y*1"
(1385) by line reversal and it would be interesting co make a
comparison of the amplitudes.

K"p -> (td,(P)A, jt~p -*• K*°A (6 amplitudes)
By observing the joint correlations between the vector-meson and

the A-hyperon in addition to the single density matrix elements, A
polarization, and do/dt, one can determine 10 out of the 12 parameters
necessary to completely specify the amplitudes at each s and t.
The data indicate that

(1) The quark model (or SU(3)) prediction of equality of the
amplitudes for K"p -• tpA and 7t~p -» K*^A works remarkably well.
(2) Using SU(3) one can successfully relate the amplitudes for
K~p -* <pA and K'p -• wA.
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(3) The amplitudes with quantum numbers of the K** and K*
exchanges do not exhibit EXD and the systematic* of this EXD
breaking is similar to that found in K"n — *"A and *t"p •* K°A.
(4) Th2 amplitudes with the quantum numbers of the K^ trajec-
tory are not zero at these energies. Whether this is due to an
actual K& pole or Regge-Regge cuts or 1/s effects remains to
be seen. In any case, these reactions provide an excellent
place to study the unnatural parity exchanges (K.Kji

Interesting future projects include
(1) Determination of the energy dependences of the transversity
amplitudes. If the unnatural parity exchanges CK,KB,KA) lie
lower than the natural parity exchanges (K**,K*) we should see
the unnatural parity amplitudes die out faster than the natural
parity ones.
(2) The determination of the transversity amplitudes for the
corresponding £ production reactions (K"p •* (0,ufp}E, K*p-»K*
Unnatural parity exchanges should be less important here than
in the corresponding A reactions?^ There are several interesting
predictions relating the £ and A reactions.3* For example, is
it true that p£ » -(Pn>A?
(3) The determination of the relative phase ?£, which would allow
the complete determination of the production amplitudes (except
for an overall phase 9Q). This requires a polarized target ex-
periment with a component of polarization in the production plane.

7P -» K*A (4 amplitudes)
We find that VDM does not work very well in relating K~p-•(",?)A

to 7p -* K*"A, although the correct sign of P^ is predicted and the
polarized photon asymmetry (£) is predicted to be large and positive
as is the case experimentally at 16 GeV/c.^Interesting future obser-
vations include the determination of the energy dependence of the
polarized photon asymmetry. Experimental results indicate that the
reaction proceeds via an almost pure natural parity (K**,K*> exchange
at 16 GeV/c. It would be interesting to determine the energy depend*
ence of the unnatural parity contributions by measuring £ at lower
energies.
K'p -» (p.a),<9)Y*(1385). it'p - K*°Y*(138Si (12 amplitudes)

By observing the two-step decay of the Y*(1365) in addition to
the vector-meson decay (triple correlations!) and do/dt one can deter-
mine 22 out of the 24 parameters necessary to completely specify the
amplitudes at each s and t. There has been no such analysis to date
but results should be forthcoming,36There are a number of quark model
predictions to ba tested also SU(3) relationships between
K"p - pY*(1385) and K'p - <pY*(1385) and between K'p - <$Y*(1385) and
*-p - K*Oy*(1385).
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AFPENDIX
DEFINITION AKD USEFUL RELATIONS FOR TRAKSVERSITY AMPLITUDES

The transversity amplitudes for the reaction ab -• cd are written
as follows:

where Aa,A^,Xc a«d A^ correspond to the components of spin of the
particles along the traasversity st-axis. The transversity frame is
defined with s-ax£o norsal to the production plane (che norrcai is de-
fined by n ~ ̂  x ]>f/||p£ x pff, where p^ and p£ are the three momenta
of the initial and final acson, respectively). The transversity y-axis
is chosen cither in the direction of the outgoing particle c (d> as
seen in the c.n* fra~e (hclicity-cransversity fot-e) or in the direction
of ehe incoming neson a (!>) in the rest frar.e of the outgoing meson
c (dj* (Jackson-traasversity frar,e); the x-axis is chosen so as to pro-
duce a right-handed coordinate syssea, thus the s-channel helicity

!w2 (li) and che hcilicity-transversity fra^c (HT) arc related by

ZJJ, y}J) • (A,2a)

Similarly the Jackson franc (J)Ct-channel frarae) and the Jacfcson-trans-
vcrsity £r».r.e (JT> .ire related by

Parity conservation in the production process implies
• \

c d' a f> c d* a o (A.3}

where tj| and s^ is the patity and spin of particle i and \ • A.+X ,
Si c % ^ 4 » I« A given reaction half the transversity amplitudes vanish
by parity.

From (A.2) it can be seen that the transversity type frames are
related to the helicity type francs by a rotation R a{«/2, */2, «/2).
Thus

•l S2

J

D 3. (R>D 4,

where the amplitudes T, » .» % (s»t) correspond to helicity-transver-
A3 4* 1 2

sity amplitiidcs (Jackson-eransversity) when H . (s,t) are s-(t-)

channel helicity amplitudes.
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The joint density matrix elements are expressed in terms of the
s-(t-) channel helicity amplitudes by the usual formula:

pnn* = S Hcn*A X Via'-AX iZ • (A.5a)
V 2 '1Z Oa'lZ

where Z » / IH. •> ., , I , and where p™1, are
<••••* A Q * V >Ai"o B1*

A1A2A3A4
measured in the s-channel helicity (Jackson) frame. Similarly the
joint density matrix elements treasured in the transversity frame are
related to the transversit;- amplitudes byudes y

... . T* . x x / z t
(A.5b)

where ™ ,

if"? a A3VA1A2
AlA2A3A4

Single density matrix elements are related to the corresponding joint
density matrix elements by

xf • <A-6>
X

From (A.Sa), £A.5b), and (A.4) it is easy to derive the relation between
fag.' and Tflgm, .g.' and g

Since rotation from the helicity-transversity frame (HT) to the
Jackson-transversity frame (JT) corresponds to a rotation about the
z-transversity axis, the transversity amplitudes have very simple pro-
perties under crossing. Namely,

I I TT X x ;X X
3 4 12 __

\ . . . , (A.7)
S 4» 1 2

where X£(s,t) is the s-t crossing angle of particle i.37As can be
seen, there is only a phase change under crossing. The magnitudes of
the transversity amplitudes are invariant under rotation from the
helicity-transversity to the Jackson-tranversity frame.
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Table I. Various Models for K"n - n~A (da/dt,P) and n~p-K°A(do/dt,P)

Type of Model

(la) Duality, EXD(K**,K*>
poles

(lb) Weak EXD (K**,K*) poles

(lc) Broken EXD (K**,K*)
poles

(2a) EXD (K**,K*) poles
plus "old" absorption

(2b) EXD (K**,K*) poles plus
"old" absorption plus
daughters

(2c) EXD (K**,K*) poles plus
phenomenological absorption

(2d) EXD (K**,K*) poles-plus
absorption

(3a) Non-EXD (K**,K*) poles
(no WSNZ) plus strong
absorption (SCRAM)

(3b) Non-EXD (K**,K*) poles
(no WSNZ) plus "fancy
Pomeron" absorption

Successful Comment

No Predicts da/dt = do/dt,
P = F = 0

No Predicts do/dt = da/dt,
P = -F

No Predicts P do/dt =
- F di/dt

No Predicts da/dt > do/dt

Yes Predicts da/dt -» do/dt
as s "• os

Yes somewhat ad hoc

Yes little predictive power

Yes fails elsewhere
(i.e., x-p - x°n)

Yes nore parameters since
EXD is abandoned.
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Table II. SU(3) CIebsch-Gordon CoefficienCs for Che Reactions
K~p *• (Wj.tpJA and jT"p "* K*QA

££ «*P •* K*°AExchange

K**

K*

K

K

Type Coupling

F-cype
D-type

F-type
D-type

F-type

K p -* wA

1

-1

1

- 1

1
-VI
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Experimental differential cross sections for the reaction
K"n -*n~Aat 3.9 GeV/c (Ref. 38) and the line reversed reaction
irp -• K°A at 3.9 GeV/c (Ref. 39), Duality diagrams arguments
(or EXD) predict the amplitudes for K"*n -* rt~A be purely real
("real") and those for x~p •* K°A to have a rotating ("rotating")
phase (e-i«a(t))#

2. Experimental values of the A polarization P and magnitudes of
the transversity amplitudes (normalized IXj+P+JT^.p = 1) for
the reaction K"n - fl"A at 3.0 GeV/c (Ref. 45, circles) and 3,9
GeV/c (Ref, 38. triangles) and for the line reversed reaction
n~p -* K°A at 3.9 GeV/c (Ref. 39, triangles) and 4.5 GeV/c
(Ref. 24, circles).

3. Transversity amplitudes and transversity density ratrix elements
for the reaction K"p -• n~Y*+(1385) Inhere S], (52) is the relative
phase between T3 _i and T_j__| (T|i and T.,^). The quark model
predicts T3 _j = T_31 - 0 and In = T.31 _x= 1/2.

4. (A) Illustrates how TJJ can be represented as a sun of quark-
quark scattering amplitudes. The + signs represent quark spin
projections on the transversity z-axis (norcal to production
plane).
(B) Illustrates how T3 .1 requires that core then one of the baryon
quarks flip sign. The quark cibiel thus predicts that this ampli-
tude vanish.

5* The s-channel helicity density natrix elements for the reaction
K"p *• «~Y**fl385)*8 The quark model predicts that p|3 = 3/8,
RepS I = %^3/8, and that the remaining elements vanish.

6. Magnitudes of the transversity amplitudes for the reactions
K"p "* (w,q))A. The triangles are the combined 3,9 and 4.6 GeV/c
BNL data (Ref. 22) and the circles are combined BNL and Ecole
Polytechnique data (Ref. 23).

7. Relative phases of the transversity amplitudes, where

6f - Arg(T^ + ) - Arg(T. °). The data are the same as Fig. 6.

8. Comparison of the amplitudes for K~p -* <pA using the BNL data
(Ref. 22, open circles) arid the BNL + EP data (Ref. 23, open
triangles." with the amplitudes for irp - K*°A at 3.9 GeV/c
Ref. 25, solid triangles) and at 4.5 GeV/c (Eef. 24, solid
circles). The quark model predicts equality of the amplitudes
for these two reactions.

9. The natural parity (pn = P^+Pi-i), unnatural parity
Pu = Pii~P-i_i)»

 a nd tne total differential cross section for
reaction K"p -* <JJA and twice the reaction K~p -* (<JA. The data are
from Ref. 23. EXD plus SU(3) predicts the amplitudes for the
natural parity part of the reaction K"p •=* wA^be purely real and
those for K~p -• (pA have a rotating phase (e"1It0!^fcO.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS (cont'd)

10. The natural parity polarization (Pn)i tioeatural parity polariza-
tion (Pu), anu total polarization (P « Pa

+*iP ^or t'ie reactions
K"p -• (w,tp)A from Ref, 23.

11. Shows an effective Regge pole plus SU(3) fit to the natural parity
(pn). unnatural parity (pu) and total differential cross sections
for K**p -• tpA and twice K"p "* t*\. Time dashed curves are from a
model that includes a K**} K*, K, and Kg effective pole, whereas
the solid curves are from a model that also includes a KA effec-
tive pole. SU{3) is used to relate the two reactions. The data
are from Ref. 23.

12. Shows an effective Regge pole plus SO(3) fit to Che single density
matrix elements in the helicity frame for K"p -* (w,<j?)A, where
o+ = p||j + pf-i . The dashed curves arc from a isodel that includes
a""K**, K*, K, and Kg effective pole, whereas the solid curves
are from a model that also includes a K& effective pole. SU(3)
is used to relate the two reactions. The data are from Ref. 23.

13. Shows an effective Regge pole plus S(J{3) fit to the natural parity
polarization <P n), unnatural parity polarization (P u), and the
total polarization (P = P(ft-Pu)* The solid and dashed curves are
the two models in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. Tine data are from Ref. 23 .

14. Comparison of the predictions of the two effective pole plus
SU;3) models shown in Figs, 11, 12, and 13 with the experimentally
determined transversity amplitudes of Fig. 6.

15. 'Comparison of the predictions of the two effective pole plus
SU(3) models shown in Figs. 11, 12, and 13 with the relative
phases of Fig. 7.

16. Shows the predictions of the two effective pole plus SU{3) models
shown in Figs. 11, 12, and 13 for the A polarization (P) and
polarized photon asymmetry (E) for the reaction 7p "• K*"A, where
VDM is used to relate the photon to the vector mesons p, (•>, and
(p. The data are A polarization at 5.0 GeV/c from Ref. 32.
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